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!n our society there are many who face exclusion from the benefits and opportunities that most of us 
enjoy as citizens of Australia. This exclusion from the mainstream of Australian life is often severe and 
is caused, in many cases, not by the choices that the individual has made, but by the suburb or town 
where they live or the colour of their skin. A combination of other experiences or realities such as 
religion, disability, gender, quality and availability of education, health or even absence of the uncondi
tional love of a family, also influence people's life chances.

We know and even expect this—indeed, we are surprised or shocked when the child of a wealthy family 
fails to take his or her full place in our society. What is disturbing is that, on the whole, we do not 
recognise that we are all diminished when we fail to deal with these structural issues that make it so 
difficult for many in our society to participate fully.

We are all obviously diminished when the consequences of exclusion like drug and alcohol addiction, 
violence, theft, gambling and mental illness emerge. We are further diminished by our unwillingness to 
take responsibility for this injustice. By failing to act, we all end up letting go of some of the values that 
define who we are as individuals. This lessening of our spirit is regained the moment we as individuals 
make a stand for our neighbour, especially the neighbour we do not know. It is a stand that is always 
loving, not punitive, and is at the heart of a strong community.

Grow/'np apart.' a new /ook at poverty /n Atvsfra//a is not an analysis of the poverty of the most excluded 
in our society; the Brotherhood of St Laurence and others have spent many years doing that kind of 
research. Grow/'ng apart is a piece of work that helps explain why, as a society, we are not engaged in 
this most fundamental pursuit of a just society for all. It also offers a perspective on the extent to which 
Australians are willing to engage in this pursuit.

I commend it to you and hope that it will help you, as it did me, to better understand the poverty of 
Australia and why we often fail to challenge it.

Father Nicolas Frances 
Executive Director 
Brotherhood of St Laurence
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The proposal fora project looking at Australian 
conceptions of poverty developed from work 
undertaken by the Brotherhood of St Laurence. 
This work identified the impacts of substantial 
economic and social change occurring over the 
1990s on the lives of the most vulnerable.
Concerns were raised that these changes might 
also be contributing to new or narrower views 
about what poverty is, as well as to changing 
community attitudes about possible and 
necessary responses to poverty.

To inform the Brotherhood's national agenda for an 
Australia free of poverty as well as to understand 
community discourse on poverty in Australia, it 
was decided to undertake a multi-phased research 
project among two broad audiences—decision 
makers or influencers and the general public. This 
research sought to gauge their understanding of 
poverty in Australia—its definition, extent, 
manifestations and causes; responsibilities; and 
possible solutions. The overriding objectives set for 
the study were:

- To increase our understanding of 
different perspectives within 
Australian society about the nature 
and causes of, and responses to, 
poverty; and

- Through this increased 
understanding, stimulate action for 
a more equitable Australian society 
and better engage with decision 
makers and the community for 
effective change.

The first phase of the study — The L/sfen/np 
Phase — is concerned with the first objective. It is 
to be followed by a second stage — The D/a/optve 
Phase— which will address the second objective 
as part of the Brotherhood's work for an Australia 
free of poverty. The initial research phase utilised 
the qualitative research techniques of in-depth 
interviews and focus group discussions. This 
paper provides a summary of the findings of The 
L/sfen/'npP/?ase.

a) The decision makers: in-depth interviews
'Decision makers' or 'influencers' comprise an 
important group whose views and understanding 
can shape the future in critical ways. Twenty-five 
people who were identified as influential in social 
or economic policy were interviewed in 1999. Five 
people from each of the following groups were 
interviewed:

- federal politicians (government and 
opposition)
policy advisers and senior bureaucrats 
(including leaders of statutory authorities)

- business and union leaders
- experts and community leaders (including 

academic, welfare, church, indigenous)
- media (including print journalists and radio 

broadcasters)

The majority of these decision makers have a 
national focus, for example as federal 
parliamentarians, as bureaucrats, as leaders of 
national organisations and peak bodies. They 
were selected to represent a wide range of 
political affiliations and views.

Most of the interviews were conducted in person, 
with the exception of four which took place over 
the telephone. The interviews were typically of 
forty-five minutes to one hour's duration and 
followed a general interview guide. Janet Taylor 
from the Social Action and Research department 
of the Brotherhood of St Laurence conducted most 
of the interviews; Denis Muller from the Centre for 
Public Policy, University of Melbourne undertook 
the media interviews.

b) The genera! pub!ic: focus group 
discussions

Twenty-two focus group discussions were carried 
out with Australians from many walks of life. 
Groups were conducted in Sydney, Melbourne, 
Hobart and rural Victoria and Tasmania. 
Participants were recruited through sporting clubs, 
community organisations and groups, church 
congregations and business groups as well as, in 
the case of the higher income segment, a mixture

Growing apart: A new look at poverty in Australia



of indirect contacts and referral. See Tabie 1 for 
the structure of the sampte.

Following are the definitions of some of these 
groupings: 'iow-income' peopie are those currency 
receiving income support payments; 'church 
members' are members of church congregations 
inciuding Roman Cathoiic, Uniting Church and 
Angiican; 'small business proprietors' are owners 
of businesses emptoying up to approximately 10 
peopie and were recruited through Rotary 
Australia; 'young sports players' are members of 
football, netball and cricket clubs aged 18 to 29;
'higher income' is defined as working people with 
a personal income of $50,000 per annum or more;
'indigenous people' are those who identify as 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander peoples.

While some of these groups were relatively 
homogenous, others differed sharply. For 
example, as far as the low-income participants 
were concerned, the three groups differed 
substantially in terms of their lifecycle and 
circumstances: in Hobart we spoke to a group of 
young parents with children; in Melbourne the 
group mainly consisted of single or divorced 
unemployed people of varying ages; the group in 
inner Sydney was comprised of a mixture of 
'street' people and hostel residents, also of 
varying ages. The first of the two migrant groups 
comprised very recently arrived, Arabic-speaking 
migrants or refugees (an interpreter was used to 
assist in the moderation of these groups); the 
second group was more oriented towards long
term migrants (albeit with poor English skills), T a b te l. 22 focus group discussions
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mainly from South-East Asia. One union group 
was conducted with members of the Textile 
Clothing and Footwear Union of Australia and the 
other with members of the Australian Education 
Union. All groups included a mix of males and 
females.

Overall, 170 people participated in the focus group 
discussions; demographic data collected at the 
time of the discussions revealed that a broadly 
representative cross-section of gender, marital and 
employment status, household income and 
ethnicity was obtained. The discussions were 
usually of 75 to 90 minutes' duration. While a 
guide was used to focus discussions, at all times 
allowance was made for the exploration of other 
relevant issues raised by respondents. Jeannette 
Johnson moderated the groups, which were 
conducted towards the end of 1999.

This document summarises the findings from both 
the decision-maker and general public research, 
drawing together common themes and pointing to 
differences in understanding and attitudes where 
relevant. The community attitudes research was 
followed up with a quantitative survey; this is 
separately reported in Poverty/nAtvsfra//a; 
measor/ng commtvn/Yy aff/Yartes. Copies of each of 
the full reports, as well as a preliminary literature 
review, are available from the Brotherhood of St 
Laurence.
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Most people participating in this study see a 
growing divide between the haves and have-nots in 
Australia. However, various constructs are 
attached to this divide. Many of the general public 
and Australia's elites (the decision makers) see 
this increasing gap as inevitable given economic 
forces. Put differently, they accept that wealth is 
the inevitable consequence of opportunity, 
intelligence, talent, energy and good health. To 
many of this view, relative fairness is not an issue 
given that a social security safety net is in place

The coexistence of strong economic growth with 
high (and, some would say, increasing) levels of 
poverty and inequality is an indicator to many that 
income and wealth distribution in Australia is not 
fair. They indict regressive tax changes, overly 
high salaries at the top end, marginal employment 
and unemployment, and unequal distribution of the 
benefits of economic restructuring and 
globalisation in the creation of what they believe 
could become a permanent underclass in our 
society. Beyond economic changes, many

% //* ' AS 3  /3 d /y  P art/ CO/7C6pf /7efB. Wa/7apaa&/e' /S a/WOS/ tv/7d/ MA9Z*e ?3%7/K7 3<&(M%—
M̂aZ/yer tve ca/7 m/y 0/7 /ope//7e/* p/Ve/y //ye /Z7e<yva//'//es î /y/c/y / //yM 3/e //7eM%a&/e /Zy 3

/Zee /773/*Ae/ or a /Zee soc/a/y
Journalist

which is thought to 'save' people from extreme 
poverty. Indeed, they point out that the 
preservation of social consensus or unity requires

Australians view the divide as being reflected in 
increased community fragmentation or even 
community meltdown. Lack of community

/%y/7a/7/)r /nore on/a/Z* //ya/y a/ aay /ZZyye /Zy ot/r /y/s/a/y /toe/ra/'a, a Zyyea/y A'ZZ/a /yc/y coo/y/Zy'
Union leader

that people believe that the have-nots are being 
cared for. To them, the measurement of poverty 
lines will always mean that a section of the 
community will be living below the line, wherever it 
is placed. This is not right or wrong, but merely a 
statistical phenomenon according to some.

To many other Australians, however, and this 
includes both the general public and decision 
makers in our sample, the notion of fairness is not 
only seen as an ideal but also a reflection of the 
perceived historic egalitarian nature of our society. 
It is an aspect of Australian life that they want to 
see preserved.

'connectedness' perhaps affects those in poverty 
most severely but is recognised across the 
income spectrum as a worsening manifestation of 
social inequity.

A clear finding in this study and one that is, 
superficially at least, at odds with the level of 
concern about the growing divide is widespread 
agreement that Australians' attitudes towards 
poverty have hardened. Some cite the Hanson 
phenomenon as evidence of this. Media 
commentators, decision makers and the general 
public in the main agree that as the struggle to 
survive and the competition for jobs becomes 
tougher, it is easier at best to turn a blind eye to

/%% / /yyea/y, pwe/yy on/)/ ax/sZs /7 //yaZ /am/iy mot/as /Z7Z0 yot//* s/raaZ a/yp s/a/15 a/yryoy/Zyp yot/.
Journalist
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poverty and at worst to dispute its existence.
As wiil be seen iater, the main reason for people's 
inertia or acceptance of poverty is the iack of a 
context for poverty in Austraiia. The image of 
poverty is driven by the media-fueiied one of 
'foreign' poverty — of starving chitdren in Africa, of 
war-torn countries and, to a iesser extent, of the 
United States. With the exception of the rise in 
homeiessness, poverty in Austraiia is not overt, it 
is generally hidden behind closed doors and 
seldom impinges on the lives of those who are 
more comfortable.

poverty exists they may be forced to admit to 
having failed a section of the community. There is 
a fear in the community of poverty, especially the 
more visible aspects such as drug taking, street 
crime and begging. Some resent the loss of the 
'innocence' which used to be associated with 
poverty and talk about the situations where an 
element of blame may be attached to people's 
circumstances.

Finally, a consequence of the divide itself is lack 
of understanding. The paths ofthe well-off and

/ ?b/b/f ebon? /bose s?a/v/bp cMo/eo /b Eb/bp/a or /bose nwne/7 tvobr/bp /or 70 cen/s an 
boor /b /nb/a ... ubereas 7 apprec/a/e /here /s poyeny /b /4o$7ra//a bn? 7 bon? pn/'?e ?b/b/r o/ /'?

/b /bo same 7/pb?.
Higher income woman, Melbourne

Even those who are living in poverty often find it 
difficult to take a helicopter view and pinpoint other 
groups in similar circumstances.

Poverty is also masked by a range of other 
factors, including time, consumerism, guilt, fear 
and resentment. Many Australians today are 
leading busier lives than ever before. Most are 
working longer hours, usually both partners in a 
relationship are working and leisure time has 
become increasingly crowded with part-time 
study, entertainment, hobbies, sport and so on.
Little time is left to think about others, let alone 
others less fortunate.

The apparent desire of those on low incomes to 
enjoy the same goods and services as others, 
what some describe as consumerism, is another 
factor that tends to mask poverty (see later).
Study participants also point out that guilt, fear 
and even resentment ofthe poor colour their 
attitudes to poverty. By acknowledging that

/ po ?o tvobr Mbe/7 /?(s anb pe? borne uben /?b ob/%r. 7be/*eb no? n?ncb ?o see excep?
yonr /ac?o/y W?en ob yon baye /be ?/b7e ?o /oo/r aroonb?

Unionist, Melbourne

people on low incomes seldom cross and, when 
they do, many often look the other way. 
Nevertheless, most have a point of view when it 
comes to defining poverty.

Growing apart: A new look at poverty in Australia 7



Perceptions of poverty

Understandings of what constitutes poverty are 
diverse and are rooted in factors such as 
socioeconomic standing, levei of social 
awareness, education and a myriad of other 
influences. Perhaps the greatest gap in definitions 
could be expected to occur between the decision

7a many peap/e pat/eby /a sa/77e/b/bp yon.

crime and drug-taking and lack of public safety. 
The social divide itself clouds conceptions of 
poverty.

The question of absolute and relative poverty 
preoccupies both the general public and decision

' a/7 /be TV... a cb/7b/b /t/nca nba can? bbb 
any /bod //b no/ bora.

Opposition adviser

makers and the general public and yet this 
research revealed some strong commonalities 
between the two sectors.

In particular, both agree that the imagery of 
poverty is closely tied to overseas poverty—of 
starving children in Africa, of exploited workers in 
India, of refugees from war-torn countries and of 
the rise in homelessness and street crime in the 
United States and elsewhere. At a 'top of mind' 
level poverty in Australia does not have a strong

makers. The basics of food and shelter, of clothing 
and good water supply, are recognised as the 
necessities of life; the lack of them as absolute 
poverty. The general public also defines 
unemployment as a core aspect of poverty 
whereas, for decision makers, unemployment is 
strongly identified as a cause of poverty.

When we move away from the core of poverty, 
opinions diverge along a spectrum of relativities 
which may or may not constitute poverty. Some

// aseb /a p/a/e, ba/ /here /b aa/b/bp /ba/ p/a/es 0/7 yaa abaa/ pat/eby /base days, because 
tveVe a// pa/ pat/eby /e/a/zVe /a oar c/rca/773/aaces. Z?a/ /ba prab/e/77 /a pat/eby ax/a/a aad 

//'a a /arnb/a /b/bp aad //'a a/7 /ad/a/a7aa/ aa aar aaa/a/y /ba/ /'/ /a aaa/a/aad.
Indigenous leader

presence; it does not grate in the same way that 
foreign poverty does. People readily admit to 
being blinkered to poverty in their streets, their 
towns and suburbs. It is far away rather than 
close to home.

This research revealed a number of reasons for 
the poverty 'blind spot' in Australia. Poverty is 
removed, it seldom impacts on the lives of those 
who are comfortable. It is peripheral and tends to 
be thought of in the negative sense of escalating

decision makers bundle these under the heading 
'an acceptable standard of living', as do many 
members of the general public—reasonable 
housing, with some permanency, access to a full 
education and to health services and the material 
resources to maintain a 'decent' existence.

The picture that is painted of poverty usually 
includes lack of all of these things, but can also 
extend to the emotional, the spiritual or the 
blameworthy and it is often here that the views of

/ /b/b/r /? /b ba/b absa/a/e aaa' /*e/a//Ve. There /b /7a paeebaa /bare /b p/e/7/y a/ absa/b/e
payeby 7be nw5/ a/T a//// are /be /Ibaap/ba/ peap/e.

Opposition parliamentarian
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M#7a/7 yoo?a 0/7 #o/o g/7# yoo?o 3 Aoo# // /be/? ///re yoo 3/*e 3/3#o/73/y ?bt/ /be/ ///re
#73/1? yoor //7e 3 3 #  #73/1? #7e n ^y  #1? gro/bp /o ##/?#. \bo  03 /7? see 3  #//e/e.

Koori male, rural Victoria

those living in poverty and others diverge. Figure 1 
above depicts the core and peripheral aspects of 
poverty derived from the research and illustrates 
the, at times, conflicting definitions of those of 
upper and lower socioeconomic standing.

While upper and lower income people often share 
the same terminology in defining poverty, their

understanding of the underlying meanings can be 
widely divergent. One example of this is the 
concept of inertia. The better-off tend to view 
poverty as often reflecting a state of inertia where 
one's will and ability to change one's 
circumstances is severely depressed; some use 
the term 'laziness' to describe this state. Lower 
income people, on the other hand, talk about a

3S#7/773 p/%? CO?/ #770 3/7# / /0 3 / C3/7? 3#0/# #73/ 0/7 00/* //7C0/770, 30 7 #0/7? /73Ve #70/77.
Low-income woman, Hobart
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sense of treading water, of a future that is so far 
away as to be non-existent.

in a simiiar vein, white the better-off are aware that 
health problems are associated with poverty, they 
are unable to be more specific. Those living in 
poverty describe the real effects that lack of 
money and health services can have on their lives. 
Not being able to afford prescription medicines, 
inability to pay the Medicare gap fee, the 
uncertainty resulting from closure of the local 
ambulance station, are examples of the direct 
impact of poverty on the health of the poor, 
particularly in rurai areas where there are fewer 
alternatives.

constitutes poverty may be an argument that is 
irresolvable. Some members of the general public 
see poverty iines as an means of separating 
people rather than a way of enhancing 
understanding. They question whether the line 
refers to people with jobs or people without, to 
high-income earners versus low-income earners— 
it is all thought to be subject to interpretation and 
thus serves to mask poverty rather than to 
highlight it.

Peqo/e MV70 /?aim /?o c/70/ces can? a/%vt/ fo spe/7<? money on /7oMaye, cam ant?
enfe/7a/n/nenf.

Higher income woman, Melbourne

Likewise, while both higher and lower income 
people recognise other characteristics of poverty 
such as lack of opportunity and lack of choices, 
their interpretations tend to vary. Quite often these 
are based on their own personal experiences 
rather than direct exposure to the problems. For 
example, limited educational opportunity can 
mean to a Canberra bureaucrat the lack of a 
computer to assist with a child's homework, to a 
low-income family it is the inability to obtain 
remedial help when a child is failing at school. In 
the final analysis, while inequality of outcomes 
may be inevitable (according to some), inequality 
of opportunity is unacceptable (according to 
many).

All segments interviewed agree that poverty lines 
may have relevance to economic and social 
analysts but little realistic application on the 
ground given their failure to communicate poverty 
to the public. For many, poverty lines are no more 
than an arbitrary estimation and, indeed, some 
say that the level of disadvantage that actually

10 Growing apart: A new look at poverty in Australia



The very terminology used in discussions about 
poverty refiects how peopie view the subject and 
the values they associate with it. In seeking to 
understand this, the research explored various 
words which may be more meaningful descriptors 
of 'poverty' in Australia.

inequatity
The decision makers were divided on the 
usefulness of the word 'inequality' to describe 
poverty. It was noted that it is possible to have 
inequality without poverty and further pointed out 
that inequality is perhaps less defined. While 
inequality may be a bigger issue because it 
affects more people, it is not seen as an absolute 
term that connotes lack of the basics—housing, 
food and water, clothing. Some decision makers 
prefer 'equity' as a more useful term than equality 
because it focuses on what is fair rather than what 
is equal.

Hardship
'Hardship' tends to suggest a state that is 
transient rather than entrenched. It was pointed 
out that many people can experience hardship at 
times as a result of some temporary set of 
circumstances. In contrast, poverty is thought to 
be associated with a permanent state of affairs 
albeit one which may have been triggered by a 
'hardship'-type event.

Poverty
In this competitive context, poverty is bottom of 
the rung, seemingly permanent, inescapable, 
pervasive. Many people agree that poverty can be 
as much social, spiritual or emotional as it is 
financial and yet they find it difficult to talk about 
poverty in these terms. Newly arrived migrants, 
especially refugees, are the exception, with much 
of their discussion centring on the spiritual 
aspects of isolation and lack of networks 
associated with poverty.

Pefez/y / see as Zze/ap //?e /PaM/Ty /o /tease aa<y /eed/ ant/ c/a//7e yee/se/Z /a /Pepea/z'/y / 
see aa zPevz/aM/y aaê  ae/ aa aat/es//aM%y /a //7a/ peep/e M# Pat/e aWe/ea/ /efe/s o/

wea///7, s/aat/aa/s e/ /zVzPp.
Business leader

Disadvantage
While there are those who prefer this term, viewing 
it as both a relative and a systemic statement, 
others think it carries a degree of stigma perhaps 
indicating a personal lack. Most of those 
questioned agree that 'disadvantage' is a level 
above poverty and, moreover, that disadvantage 
can affect people at various points on the 
socioeconomic spectrum.

There are some who find 'poverty' a less than 
helpful term because of perceptions about the 
public's lack of belief in poverty in Australia or 
because it contains an element of blame, is old- 
fashioned and smacks of the poor house. 
Ultimately, however, 'poverty' conjures images that 
have to do with lack of access to an 
adequate standard of living and, as such, is 
generally viewed as the most meaningful 
descriptor.

M/bzo'a zP azzz* t̂ acaPa/azy Pat/e a /azzp /Zat%#a/7 ap// â̂ ePy' /a aae a/ /Pe/77. One 0/ //7a 
pzuP/ez77a /a //7a/ we /reep z*e-/aPe//zPp /PzPpa Pecaaae we dan'/ ///re T/7e /mapea PezPp

caz7/'az'eP ap.
Leader of statutory authority
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A growing divide

Notwithstanding some people's views on the 
retativity of poverty in Austraiia, there are real 
concerns about a growing gap between rich and 
poor. The perception is that the structure of 
Austraiian society is changing as the middle ctass 
is both pulled upwards and pushed downwards.
An aiternate, iargeiy higher income view is that the 
size of the middie ctass segment is growing and 
at the same time becoming more distanced from 
the poor.

At the lower end of the socioeconomic scale the 
gap is a reality, not a theory. It is no surprise that 
low-income individuals, those experiencing poverty 
most directly, are most aware of the divide.

a key feature of the widening divide. This social 
divide leads many to question whether we are in 
fact achieving the kind of society that we want to 
live in and raises strong concerns about social 
cohesion and, even, economic prosperity in the 
longer term.

Thus, while poverty in Australia may be subject to 
definition and despite the seeming contradiction 
between the hidden nature of poverty in Australia 
and widespread concerns about the division of 
wealth, there is little doubt that study participants 
have a keen grasp of sweeping changes in the 
way our society is structured.

/troootf /?ere yet/ oof/ce /f a /o f... a /of of peop/e /?at/e /zeaps of money /f̂ s p/ar/op ant/ /f's
near/)/ a sfra/p/7f //ne—/ot/Ve e/f/zer pof /f oryot/ /?at/en'f pof /f.

Low-income male, inner Sydney

But, ultimately, most people see the rich as 
getting richer, as evidenced by perceived 
excessively high salaries and expanding wealth at 
the top of the distribution scale. While there are 
those who view this increased wealth as a positive 
factor believing that it will increase wealth creation 
for society as a whole, others are deeply 
concerned about its consequence of an 
undesirably divided society.

Under-funding of health and education services 
resulting in inequality of access, the growth of 
intergenerational poverty, the growing divide 
between the work-rich and the work-poor and 
continued high levels of unemployment in recent 
years are some of the manifestations of the divide 
referred to by decision makers and the general 
public. They also recognise the creation of a 
social or attitudinal gap between rich and poor as

M^7e ootv see/op a f/offom c/ass raf/?er f/7a/7 a pot?/* c/ass //7 f/7/s cooof/y Peop/e are 
/oo/retf t/oiw? t/poo /or f/e/op poor a/7tf are cootfemoet/ /or f/?e/f pot/e/%

Indigenous leader
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The impacts of poverty

Discussion of the impacts and causes of poverty 
overlaps to a large degree. Poverty is not linear. 
Cause and effect are ciosely intertwined and in 
only a few cases can the start of a chain of events 
be pinpointed. Nevertheless, certain aspects of 
poverty are more readily grouped under 'impacts' 
and others under 'causes'. Some of the impacts of 
poverty are discussed beiow.

Community meitdown
Community fragmentation is arguabiy both a 
cause and an impact of poverty. Most see it as 
the latter. Loss of community is recognised as an 
escalating problem in Austraiian society. Many 
fee! that the common sense of identity that was

heap often respond with anger to this attitude. In 
economicaiiy struggiing suburbs and regionat 
areas the perceived lack of a voice in public 
matters as well as reduction in services has led to 
a lowered sense of community participation. And, 
among higher income people, the fragmentation of 
community is highlighted by fear — of crime, of 
drugs, of violence and, at times, of the poor 
themselves.

Famiiy breakdown
Family breakdown as a concomitant of poverty is 
identified by people right across the 
socioeconomic spectrum, as well as the decision 
makers in our sample. On this indicator some

77?e /7c/? peep/e /7<3fe ant/ are ea/n/np p/e/7/y c/ /none/ /na/re me anp/y 7776/ are 
saybp no/ on/)/ are /Pose /bps obtvn /Pere no/P/np, Po/ /f yon bon 7 ivan/ /Pa/ yoP anb yon

ivan/ one o/ my /oPs, Potv bare yon/
Low-income male, Melbourne

once regarded as an integral part of Australians' 
lives has weakened considerably or even 
shattered. A shrinking jobs pool and resultant 
greater competition for wealth, a widening gap 
between rich and poor and a media-led degree of 
desensitisation to poverty and the problems that it 
brings is thought to play a role in community 
meltdown.

The community is separated most sharply in 
terms of employment. The lifestyles of workers, 
who are required to work longer hours than has 
been the case in the recent history of Australia, 
and non-workers who often have little activity to fill 
their days, are seemingly worlds apart. It is 
unsurprising, therefore, that the two groups are not 
bound by a sense of community.

Perceptions of 'job snobbery' are tied in with this.
It is a common mainstream view that often 
unemployed people are too proud or disinterested 
to take whatever job is on offer; however, those 
who have been relegated to the bottom of the jobs

people think Australians are worse off than those 
in Third World countries, where strong family units 
and extended families can cushion people against 
the effects of poverty. Lower income people tend 
to talk about family breakdown more in terms of a 
poverty impact, while those on higher incomes are 
more likely to describe it as a causative factor. 
Figure 2 overleaf is a model of family breakdown 
associated with poverty and unemployment 
reported by one study participant living in an 
under-serviced rural area. One of the many paths 
to poverty, it sums up the impacts of 
unemployment and lack of services on family life.

Heaith proMems
As with family breakdown, health problems can be 
at the front-end or the tail-end of poverty although 
most people tend to describe health problems as 
poverty impacts. Those on low incomes are quite 
often marginalised from health services either due 
to closure of local services, geographic location, 
lack of mobility or inability to pay. For example, 
being unable to afford the Medicare gap fee
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Figure 2.
Mode! of famiiy 
breakdown

Young
marriage

Ciosure of 
services

Depression, 
heavy drinking

Chiidren 
eariy in 
marriage

Job toss

Harriage
breakdown

charged by a iocai practitioner and with no 
transport to travel further afieid for medicai help, 
necessary visits can be delayed for far too iong.

The stresses and anxieties associated with the 
difficulties of day-to-day living, of'making do' and 
of social exclusion can have psychological effects. 
These were reported by the low-income sample 
and recognised in a more limited way by those of 
upper socioeconomic standing.

Drugs, vioience and crime
Few claim to have a good understanding of the 
relationship between drug addictions and poverty 
although most suspect that a link exists. 
Perceptions here are based on the knowledge that 
higher and lower income people alike can and do 
become addicted to drugs. However, due to high 
visibility—as with homelessness—drugs could be 
an imagery point for poverty if it were not that drug

use indicates a degree of self-indulgence or 
weakness to many people. It is usually only those 
who are living closer to the problem, those on low 
incomes, who have seen the anguish and 
hopelessness of poverty leading to drug-taking.

Sharply escalating violence, both within families 
and towards strangers, is a perceived impact of 
poverty and particularly addiction-related poverty. 
Younger people are especially likely to perceive 
violence and abuse in families as one cause of the 
escalation in youth homelessness.

The consequences of violence and crime are fear 
and mistrust. And, if they are associated with 
people in poverty—which they often are—this then 
becomes fear and mistrust of the poor. What this 
is saying is that the poor today are somehow 
different from the 'innocent' poor of our imagining 
or of days gone by.

/ad  ̂/rere, a s/hp/e mo#?er* tv/?/? ?tvo Ards 0/7 a srnp/e pare/?? pens/on, s/?e go? /rerse// 
m/red op nvY?? a /oca/ drop dea/er and supported /?er /ncome /Prcnp/? /Pose measures and 

non/ ?/?/s /s ?/7e second ?/me sbe's /?een po? /n /?oya/ //obar? doe ?o drop dependence.
Woman, rural Tasmania
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Other impacts
Other perceived impacts of poverty inciude tack of 
opportunities and choice, reduced seif-esteem, 
increased stress and anxiety and escaiating youth 
suicide rates. Both higher and iower-income 
peopie, as well as decision makers, recognise

[477e/7 yooTe a&ot/f pot/e/% iva a/e raa/T)/ /a/A/77̂ /770/e //7a/7 /ac/r 0/
/770/76/ [4̂ 7*6 fa/A//?̂  a<&oaf /ac/r a/ /7ope, o/ppo/ft/a/jy a /u/a.

Journalist

that living in poverty effectively marginalises 
people, removing them from opportunities and 
denying them the choices that other people enjoy. 
Some people on higher incomes also believe that 
being poor can result in people 'thinking poor'. 
What they mean by this is that a combination of 
many of the ingredients of poverty—joblessness, 
low self-esteem, marginalisation, poor housing 
and education—can result in an emotional 
inevitability attaching itself to poverty. Some define 
this as part of the ongoing cycle of poverty, others 
view it more as a direct result of poverty. This 
inevitability of poverty is thought to have emotional 
and psychological effects such as lack of control, 
loss of hope, difficulty interacting with workmates 
and authority and, sometimes, suicide.
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causes

Discussion about the causes of poverty, as with 
impacts, reveals the diversity of views held by high 
and iow-income earners as weii as decision 
makers. Common themes, however, are set out 
beiow.

Unemployment
Both decision makers and the general public 
strong)y associate unemptoyment with poverty, 
interestingly though, members of the general

infrastructure to care for such people for the rest of 
their lives. Another reaction is that the onus is on 
such workers to re-skiii. in some respects these 
attitudes may be understandable given that many 
of the higher income workers included in our study 
are not, themselves, confident about remaining in 
their jobs in the longer-term. Ongoing ioyalty 
between workers and their employers or vice versa 
has almost disappeared in the new corporatised 
world, according to many.

/ <%V7? /P/P/r î Pa/Par /P/a /a a paab or a Pab /P/Pp. / /P/P/r /Pa /aa/ /a /Pa/ /Para /s pa/Pp /a
Pa a poo/ a/ aaamp/ayaP paap/a /or /Pa aax/ /PP yaara.

Higher income male, Melbourne

public are more likely to include unemployment in 
their def/n/f/on of poverty whereas decision makers 
tend to identify it more as a causaf/Ve factor. 
However, both segments hedge between individual 
causes (such as choices contributing to 
outcomes) and structura) causes (for exampie 
lack of jobs) in the area of unemployment.

Many better-off Australians in the study believe 
that some level of unemployment is an economic 
inevitability, given changes to the structure of 
Australian industry and its workforce. Both the

A contrasting view, however, is that acceptance of 
levels of unemployment and, by inference, poverty 
is a failing of government in view of its mandate to 
provide jobs, re-training, skiiis development and so 
on. Both governments and corporations are 
indicted for perpetuating an economic system 
whereby jobs are not being fairly shared around as 
companies downsize in order to maximise profits. 
Many point to the failure of governments to face up 
to their responsibility of ensuring jobs for all rather 
than bowing to market forces.

%a MW Pai/a 0/7/)/ 0/70 peraa/7 0/7 /Pa /ac/o/y Poo/* /o ra/7 a /77acP/Po nPa/7 yot/ aaaP /o
Pai/o 20 or 00 poop/o.

Church member, Hobart

general public and decision makers see declining 
opportunities for unskiiled or semi-skilled workers. 
One response to this scenario is that it is a fact of 
life and, as such, there is a need for a social

The rapidly changing nature of work is recognised 
as another contributor to both unemployment and 
under-employment. Contract work, payments

7Pa faba/a/ Gatra/77/77a/7/ /P /)aa/ra//a p/aya a ma/'ar ra/a /P /Pa ca//ac//a/7 aaP a%s/PPa//a/7 
a/ /Pco/77a, /a. /ai/aaaa, aa /Pa (?ai/a/77/77a/7/ Paa a /r/a/a/* /a/a 3/7P //a P/a/ /a/a /P /Pa /77a/aa/ 

aP//pa//a/7 Pa/pa/P /a a/*ea//Pp aa eawaamaa/ M/Pa/a tva Pai/a /77ax/p7a/77 awp/aymea/.
Community leader
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/ tA# a C/7T cot/z*aa nAza/a //zey pt/a/a/7/aat/ yot/ a /c/z a/ A?a a/7t/ a/ /? Pt// //7a cczzzpazzy aa/t/ 
tva Pa/ac?pc/ aayycPa ... / Pa/e cPacpat/ zzzy aa/aar /Praa /zmaa /a //7a /aa/ AVe yaa/a azzt/

/ yea/ aaaY pa/ a ycP.
Low-income male, Meiboume

based on productivity rather than hourty rates, 
growth in part-time jobs and casuai work, a 
deciining unskilled labour market, reduced loyaity, 
automation and rapid turnover in technology and 
skills bases are aii facets of work that have been 
experienced or observed by those participating in 
the study. Many are struggling to come to terms 
with this newworkpiace.

Attitudes to unemptoyment are atso coioured by 
perceptions that unemptoyment is retated to 
individuat reasons such as poor choices or 
perhaps an unwillingness to re-train or re-skill. The 
reatity for some of the low-income peopte included 
in our study, however, has been the faiture of re-

Wage inequatity
'Working poor' is a concept often only weakty 
understood by higher income earners but is 
neverthetess recognised as a possible contributor 
to reduced living standards. As discussed eartier, 
today's growing disparity between 'executive' and 
'worker'-type wages is catted into question.

While some peopte see any job as better than no 
job, regardless of pay and conditions, others 
beiieve iabour market dereguiation has piaced 
many workers at a disadvantage.

The net result of working in casual jobs or for tow 
wages can be that families are worse off

7776ve are a A?/ 0/ pao/z/a nAzc are ZfatAAb/zaAf nAza/ yot/ tvot/A/ caA aMat/ Pt/Z A? AzPea/eaa 
nAz/cP are aPt/ZA/zp Pcuvz Az LA'c/czz'a, aecP as /ax/z/aa aaa' /Pa ae/ozzzc/zVa zPt/ea/zy

Higher income male, Meiboume

skilling to gain them a job. Some reported having 
trained and re-trained on muitipie occasions and 
yet they are still jobless. There are, however, 
others in the community who regard the caii for re
setting as an over-simpiification of the extent of 
industry changes and manufacturing sector 
shrinkage. To them, the onus is on the 
government to be more proactive in setting poiicy 
which wili lead to jobs growth in these sectors.

financiaily than if they were not working. With ioss 
of concessions and the increased costs 
associated with taking on work, many find 
themselves in a poverty trap. White there are 
those who view the practice of opting to remain on 
government benefits rather than working casuaiiy 
or for low wages as a choice made by peopte who 
are averse to working, quite often there is no 
choice invoived. They simply cannot afford to take 
on these underpaid jobs and iose their benefits.

/ /PzPA* tfe Pa/a /o /accp/z/aa //7a/ Aza/a car? /7a ycPa //7a/ Pc/?'/ /ea//f A// pacp/a otr/ 0/ 
pcMa/Zj/ a/zP /Pa/a/ora yet/ /zaaP /zzaaae/aa /o a/zae/*a //7a/ /P /Pcaa cz/ce/zza/azzcaa—nAzz/a/ 

r'/b PaazzaP/a /c Pat/a a ycP—z/ /a a/ac Paazz*aP/a /Pa/ /PayVa pc/ /Pa /at/a/ 0/ /Pcc/zza //za/ //zay
ca/7 ac/tzaA)/ AVa o/X

Patliamentarian
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W? ara ao/ adoYaaa/Pp /Pa /ap/d oPaapaa /a /Pa lyodp/aca /a oar acPoo/a. 7Pa î odd /s
cPaap/ap, /Pa acoaoa7y /s cPaap/ap.

Higher income woman, Melbourne

The education system
Ciosely tied to the above, the wider community 
(but iess so the decision makers) perceives that 
the education system is failing to prepare young 
peopte for jobs. The education system is often 
thought to be lagging behind the rapidiy changing 
nature of work and the kinds of jobs on offer. Many 
view the system as being overiy 'certificate driven' 
and out of touch with the reaiities of today's 
workplace. They speak about the failure of 
schools to teach entrepreneurial skills, motivation, 
adaptability and persistence. Many of the 
unemployed to whom we spoke had first-hand 
experience of the failure of formal qualifications to 
gain them a job.

The education system is also regarded as 
suffering from a number of other factors including 
overcrowded classrooms, lack oftenure for much 
of the teaching staff, reduced facilities funding and 
the closures of some schools.

enjoy—especially for their children—and at least 
here there is some paralleling of experiences 
between the two groups. People on higher 
incomes, too, can attest to the pervasiveness of a 
consumption-driven media as well as ready 
availability of credit which encourages people to 
buy now and pay later. They spoke of the sense 
that money today is 'not real', that the pressures 
placed on people to buy are supported by an 
almost cashless society. If one can't see the 
money then, somehow, spending it becomes less 
real.

In attempting to place some of the blame on those 
in poverty, some people on higher incomes 
pointed to their perceived inability to budget 
properly, to prepare home-made food, to limit 
spending on non-essential items, to save for a 
rainy day, and so on. Had they been confronted 
with the reality of the situation of many lower 
income earners, they would no doubt have been

fo r soma paop/a // /s a/7 /adf'tddaa/ /a/7/ap. / doa? /P/a/r /Pay are say/ap Y iyaa/ /o Pa poor' 
Pa/ /a my v/atv /Pay Pa/a pooryadymaa/ aad /Pay aaada'/ Pa fa made (Pose cPo/cas.

Rural leader

Expectations, aspirations and money 
mismanagement
Much of the discussion about reasons for poverty 
centres on perceptions that many are to blame for 
their poverty due to their 'unreal' expectations or 
aspirations, as well as to mismanagement of the 
funds that are available to them. Those in poverty 
admit to wanting the same things that others

surprised at the extent of their struggle to cope. 
Figure 3 illustrates this point.

The role of gambling in the creation or 
perpetuation of poverty is well recognised by 
higher and lower income earners alike. Again, we 
find some level of understanding of the attractions 
of gambling, understanding that gambling may

// /s madre/ad /Pa/ t̂ ay on TV %a caa Pay iMPaf yoa tvaaf aadpay /Pr /? /afer... /Tyoa
ivaaf fo pay /or /'/.
Farmer, rural Victoria
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Higher income 
Ague Ag YYgr* c^og/TowY/g? 

YAgyg gbyy. /4gyAgby ggg^g Y gg 
ggbggY/gg ggcY^g Yg gg/ygrb/Yy'

Low er income
T  g g g b  Yg ^ g b Y g  /n y  gggy?gY gr ̂ AA/y 
gY Y gr AVg y g g g y  ggY g f  YAg wgrAYArgg 
AoY Y  g g g 'Y g Y Y g rb  Yg ̂ g  Yg 7 1 4 fF g g g '  
YA? ggY  g /^ /A /g  YAr g g y  gyy/bYgggg.'

T  YA/g/r YAgyg /ggg/?/g y'gyYA'fg YAr 
/goby tvAggggy t^g ggg Ygg At/sy 

YA/gA/gy gfgg^rYyggg ggb
ygggy Agggg.'

'77?gy YgAr gAggY g  g g ^  w ay  g f  AV/gy— 
Y/gA7'A/g, g g y g g /... A t/Y y g g g g g 'Y A g y g  
A ggyg g g  ̂ g Y  gA ggg' / f y g g  Aa^gg'Y ̂ g  Y a  
^ g g g g g  Y ggb  /ggg/ng, y g  /Y b  y'gyY 
yggv/wgy.'

'77?g yggg /?gg/?/g g//yg7gA/gy— 
wAy ob YAgy gb /Y. '̂

'^g?gA/gy /b  g g g  g g y  ggY/gY. YYb  
g/b ^ A  Y YAg YAg/n  ̂ YAgy ggg  ̂ g  Yg 
YAg/g Ybggy ggyYat/gggYy.'

!Tf YAgy /bgAgg'gfYgg YAg/gYng/7gy 
g A/Y Ag YYgr—gggA/Ay g g?gg/gY 
Ag/?7g ggYAgg YAgg Agy/gy YgAg- 
gn/gy YAgy ggg/b /ggggyg vggy 

Figure 3. wg/A'
Contrasting views

!A Y YAg g g b  g f  gt^g/y YAgYg^AY Y  
g /n /7/y  ggY g //  YAg /gfY g^ gg  YAg<Y/g YAg 
Yg/b^g g g b  /ngAg g  A<y /?g Y g /y g g p  YAg 
YAg ggA*Y wggA. Y  /ngAg g //g ? y  gwg 
obY g/yggY ggbyg<^py.'

Fva/y&aty MV?a gees Ye /Ae ces/Ae /eses /naaey AoYs a/ CA/Aese aat/ MeYAa/nese geop/e,
YAey sepa/aYe Ae/77 YAe/Y YA/77/!̂  aeP so/7?eY/A7es YAey M  YAe/ese/t/es.

Vietnamese woman, Melbourne

represent the only way out. However, the 
perceived insidiousness of gambling in its erosion 
of family assets and self-respect results in strong 
calls to regulators to limit gambling opportunities 
and outlets. Indeed many make a direct 
correlation between the development of what they 
see as 'serious' poverty in Australia and the 
proliferation of gambling. There are criticisms of 
what is seen as a new philosophy which allows for 
government reliance on gambling income to 
support spending. The need fora greater focus on

public education programs regarding gambling is 
also highlighted.

The government's ro!e in the creation of poverty
Governments, and to a lesser extent oppositions, 
are also implicated in the creation of poverty. 
Abdication of responsibility, poor targeting of 
welfare spending (and, some say, a//spending) 
and an escalating cost of living, are all areas 
where public policy makers are perceived by many 
to have fallen down. There is a growing suspicion

TAe gOM9/y7/ne/7Y /A <yt//Ye Aappy Yo A've a/A a ga/nAYAg sysYe/77 YAaY saiv #7 A/Haa t̂ aaA aaf
a/ aar eaaaa/ny /as? year

Church member, Hobart
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in some sectors that governments manipuiate 
unempioyment statistics and, worse, that they are 
now comfortable with a certain ievel of 
unempioyment.

Government is also criticised for having handed 
over many of its traditiona! weifare responsibiiities 
to not-for-profit organisations. In a not too subtle 
way, what this says to many Austraiians is that a 
level of poverty is acceptable in Austraiia today.

as petro), transport, power, teiephone, rent and so 
on. To tower-income people the GST is simpiy 
another step in the divide between rich and poor. 
At the iower end of the economic scaie, and 
particularly in rural areas, a common perception is 
that governments have deserted them.

7?7e GS7" AS aof po/Pp fo /773/ra fP/Pps any Pe#e/: 777a a'cP M# pef a'cPar and/ 7Pa poo/* n#
paf poorer;

Farm worker, rural Tasmania

A fairty common pubiic viewpoint is that weifare 
spending has been poorly targeted and is being 
stretched to serve the needs of both the 'genuine' 
and 'professional' needy. This perception bturs 
judgments and lowers empathy, with many 
complaining that it is therefore difficult to gain a 
good grasp of the situation. Conversely, those in 
Government congratulate themselves on the 
tightness of welfare spending but other decision 
makers dispute this is the case.

The issues of balance, as well as the emphasis 
on welfare's role in providing a safety net, are often 
raised. The challenge, according to many, is to 
evolve a system whereby people neither fall 
through the cracks nor become 'welfare 
dependent'.

Another widespread anxiety in the minds of those 
on benefits is the likely impact of the GST. Given 
that they are already struggling, a GST, they say, 
can only make things harder for them, particularly 
in regard to food but also other necessities such

/ PaZ/pya ZPaf poor/j/ fa/pafaP wa/Ta/a c/eafas fPa saasa a/ /PaiPfaP/e poyapy /a some 
peop/aP a7/Pds ... / Paya ao PotvP? fPaf /Pa May /P iyp/'cP iva/Ta/e Pas Paaa PaaP/aP /P fp/s

cot/aPy Pas creafeP a at/mPa/* o/ /Pf/acfaP/e p/uP/aa7s.
Business leader
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Turning a Mind eye

The decision makers we interviewed generally 
beiieve there is tittle pubtic interest in poverty, 
some hotding the view that the pubtic witl cope 
with anything ... so tong as it is hidden. 
Comments were atso made about a perceived 
hardening of attitudes among policy makers.

People readity admit that there could well be 
others living in poverty but they are not exposed 
to, or sufficiently well informed about, these 
groups. Most oRen it is children, youth, the 
elderly, the sick or disabled (physically or 
mentally) and large families that people suspect

Peop/e see pot/erfy as a aia/'or pro/i/e/n. A%3j%e fiecaase a /of of /7 /s /7/b̂ ea aao' yoa
/7a/e fo /?e //7 f/7e fias/oess fo Anotv M̂af /s ô//7̂  oa.

Leader of statutory authority

/ (/oa'f Aaotv /f paMc aff/fâ /es are /7artfea/â  fiaf /fce/fa/a/y tveraes a?e f/7af (/?e 
Oot/e/aa7eaf!s are. /f tvorr/es /ae g'rea^ f/7/s /no/e fotvards ecoaoa7/c raf/oaa//sa7 aab aser

pays.
Academic

/ fb/a/r tve bo accept /faao' tye are re/af/Ve// se/̂ s/7 aboaf /?.
Higher income woman, Melbourne

Stories about poverty do not capture public 
attention, according to the media segment of our 
sample. And, the public agrees that they do turn a 
blind eye to poverty, for all of the reasons outlined 
earlier—greed, the growth of globalism, 
corporatisation and economic rationalism, the fact 
that Australian poverty is not overt, lack of 
understanding—but also due to a sense of 
powerlessness in the face of poverty. We suspect 
that the lack of an accepted indicator of the 
constitution and extent of Australian poverty also 
leads to some apathy.

Perhaps in support of these arguments, both 
decision makers and the general public agree that 
the poverty that is unacceptable, and which they 
respond to, is the poverty they are able to see or, 
put differently, are confronted by. It is the 
homeless who are most visible in this respect.

may be at a disadvantage and who should be 
priorities for action. White the decision makers 
readily identify the extent of poverty among 
indigenous Australians, many members of the 
general public appear uninformed or unconcerned 
about indigenous poverty. Illustrating the influence 
of direct exposure on attitudes, it is usually only 
those who have had experience visiting indigenous 
communities who are aware of the extent of 
disadvantage among indigenous Australians. 
Likewise, the financial struggles of newly arrived 
migrants are easily dismissed with a mixture of 
cynicism and misinformation about the extent of 
benefits available to them.

While 'large' families are thought to be deserving 
of assistance, single parent families are often not. 
The prevailing myth of young women having 
multiple children by successive fathers—some

7?7e area of poirerff tW?/c/7 boes /aferesf a?e a /of /a /Iboagvaa/fweby... / see sorne of 
f/7e tvorsf /77yf/7-/na/r//7t7, oar wo/sf /%ooc/ys% /7? fb/s ire/y area. Oar /asfesf aab farces/

/%/7f /ro/77 rea///y /s /a /tboay/aa/ tve^re /ssaes.
Journalist
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/  ca/7 t//7be/s/a/7b a aa/Ve yozz/7p p/b peb/bp p/*ep/73Z7/ btz/ maybe ao/ a 33-year-o/b
tvomaa n̂ ze /a a/reab)/ e/mpp/zbp.

Young sports player, Melbourne

say, simply to qualify for benefits—was confirmed 
in this research. Again, it is the distinctions that 
are made between perceived biame and innocence 
that shape attitudes. It is fairly easy to rationalise 
away the causes or depth of some people's 
poverty. It takes a much greater degree of 
understanding for people to empathise with 
poverty if there is a real or suspected degree of 
self-responsibility for the situation. And, with 
perceptions that often exaggerate the extent of 
welfare support available to many groups, it 
becomes that much easier to turn one's back on 
poverty.

This lack of accurate public understanding of 
poverty is well recognised by the decision makers, 
many of whom are themselves struggling to 
characterise and define it. Where opinion leaders 
are out of touch with community attitudes, 
however, is in their belief that there is a lack of

altruistic ones that a//people call for action on 
poverty.

Our study revealed community consensus that the 
mitigation and eradication of poverty be given top 
priority by government, for not to deal with poverty 
now is to invite an ever-increasing spiral of 
disadvantage and despair. The community 
expresses a very real fear of going down the 
American path of crime and violence and most 
see this as the likely consequence of escalating 
poverty in Australia. The other side of the coin is 
that an Australia free of poverty promises a 
society with the potential to flourish— 
economically, socially and culturally.

It is interesting that many key decision makers 
view poverty as a major economic policy issue 
and, because of this, attach primary responsibility 
for addressing it to the government. The general

//'s /be /b/zzze pezze/a/zbae tvbo tv/Z/pe/ /be tve/s/ e/ //... ot/z* /rz'bs /b /be /b/tz/e, Me my 
pzazzbcbz/brezz, tv/// pzebab/j/ see /be bzz/zz/ o/ // a//. Seme/b/bp bas /o be bozze abotz/ //

Z70tK

Unionist, Melbourne

// abec/s /be /b/aze o/ ot/z* coazz/zy because /fyotz bate zzeaz// 3b per cea/ o/ /be pape/a/zba 
//V/bp /a bepress/oa az?b ao hope, /bea otzr aa/zba tvz// be prabaa/// beprabeb. M/e caaY po

/brtvarb.
Church member, Hobart

public concern about poverty in Australia. Rising 
poverty is a fearsome thing and one that chills the 
hearts of ordinary Australians. It signposts 
breakdown of community structures and raises 
fears that entrenched and widespread poverty will 
ultimately result in a greatly weakened society. It 
is perhaps for these reasons as much as any

public, on the other hand, believes that poverty is 
both a social and an economic issue and that 
they must first understand it and then, as voters, 
push for change. Thus, they see primary 
responsibility resting with both the people and 
government. Other comments imply a degree of 
individual responsibility for overcoming poverty,
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a// 3/73/3 //73 /33/7333/M/^ /73C3333 M3 3/3 33/// ^/33/Z 33// M3 /73/ //—3^3/y/733^ /3
^7/33/7^ /3 3 C3//3//7 3X/33/. 

Church member, Sydney

that is, that some responsibiiity attaches to those 
who are living in poverty.

Further, white the generai pubiic places 
substantia! pressure on big business to act 
responsibly in respect of poverty, key decision 
makers are fearful of too much intervention in the 
corporate sector's primary roie of weaith creation. 
There is certainty a general pubiic expectation of 
good corporate citizenship—enforced by 
government—in the way companies are 
structured, operate, empioy people and pay taxes.

7/73 Z733/3333 C3373733/'// /3 33 733/3/3733/ ^333/3/73^ M33///7 /3 #73/7* CM3 73/3/33/3
/3 3 M3J/ //73/ /7T3//3333 //73 333/ 3 ^  /37* 333/3// /3 3//A33. /  //7/3/f M/733 /3 3  3/3// 33^/3^ 

//73/ 3t/3/y /7/y /733/T7333 3/733/// /73 3//T3/3//C 33// /?/3M/'//a A?/* 33C/3// //73 /7/3/ //7/3gf /3 3  
//3 /3 M  3/7 tV33///7 ... ^7*33// /3 33 3373Z//7^// p3M^3//7// ^333/3/37* 3 / tV3d///7.

Senior bureaucrat
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in discussing strategies to reduce poverty, the Employment and unemployment 
varying knowledge levels of decision makers and Full employment is viewed as the key to 
the general pubiic are in evidence. With each eliminating poverty, with jobs creation and skiiis
segment having a different perspective on poverty, training the critical prerequisites. Here, the onus is 
it is perhaps unsurprising that they identify on government—lack of jobs is primarily viewed as

Once yot/ /?aye na/neP % #7e/7 yot/ Pa/e some power ot/e/* /?.
Church member, Hobart

/ /P/P/r we need/ more aaPe/yfaMPp o/ fPe pe/e/Ty fPaf /s /P fP/P cooof/y... so fPaf fPea 
peop/e ca/7 re/afe ... Pecaaee peop/e //A*e /o seprepafe proops as Pe/Pp poot/ or Pad

Young sports player, Melbourne

a structurai failing. Some see the need for jobs 
creation to be more firmly grounded in major 
public works programs rather than 'artificial' jobs 
creation schemes. Among much of the decision
maker segment, however, the view is that jobs 
creation is the implied flow-on from policies that 
promote wealth creation by business. It is unclear 
how far the pubiic is prepared to tolerate the 
apparent free rein they currently see being 
afforded corporations on the premise that it will 
create jobs. Certainty, there are those—usually in 
the higher income bracket—who support the 
notion, but just as clearly the many negative 
comments made in relation to perceived corporate 
excesses indicate that such tolerance is nearing 
its limits.

The wage debate
Discussions about employment inevitably move to 
the issue of wages. There is considerable debate 
in the decision makers segment about the likely 
flow-on of lowering minimum wages as a means of 
getting people back into work. Proponents of this 
argument cite the non-material benefits, such as 
possible opportunities to move up the ladder from 
this lower base as well as the desirability of 
restoring a sense of purpose to those out of work.

/ fP/PAr pt/Mc woPrs are aPsoMe/y para/noo/P Pecat/se paP//'c woPrs creafe e/np/qy/ne/7f
aaP a/np/aymaaf pafs a# o/ poi/aay

Higher income male, Melbourne

different starting points. In the public's mind it is 
essential to heighten community understanding of 
its nature and extent. They acknowledge that the 
hurdles to community understanding of poverty 
include cynicism and misinformation. Many 
Australians are suspicious they are being fed a 
line on poverty by those who hoid the power— 
governments, business and the media. They 
beiieve a more honest and accurate focus on 
poverty is the necessary first step in its resolution.

They look to community leaders and policy 
makers for more precise information and guidance 
to clarify their response.

identify it 
A

Understand it 
A

Educate peopie 
A

Resoive it
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can gef more peop/e /PA? ybbs // wages were /ower ay ype /ow enP o/ ype /ncome 
P'synboy/on. )b// can pnce people PacA /PA? /oPs as opposeb yo g/7b/Pg ype/n ooA

Economist

Others, however, are strongiy opposed to iabour 
market deregulation and cite the American 
experience as an exampie of how this has faiied 
their society. To them, it is anathema that 
Austraiia shouid take the tow-waged, iow- 
education path. Further, these decision makers

Discussion of the roie of the weifare system in 
intergenerationa) poverty and poverty traps, its 
potentiai to create a cuiture of dependency and 
the perceived phiiosophicai move away from the 
concept of entitiement suggests there is tittle 
consensus that a sound and batanced system

MPcve-apeP PamPn/ger P/ppcra, m/bb/e-ageb Mspan/c woman or m/PP/a-apaP P/ac/ra 
caning yoor Paga or PaP/nP /Pa coonyar ay A%%7ona/Pb ... GoP Anowa wPay ypa/r Poma Âa 

/a //Ae /f ypayba gaP/ng ga/P ypa m/n/mt/m waga wP/cP /a per Poor or someyp/Pg.

beiieve the egaiitarian streak in the Austraiian 
popuiation wouid not support the huge reiative 
differences this wouid create. The genera) public 
wouid appear to support this view as the iowering 
of minimum wages perse was never suggested as 
a possibie soiution. Rather, some in the

Journalist

has been achieved. Likewise, white some view 
weifare spending as too narrowiy targeted, others 
have the opposite opinion. Those hoiding the 
former view point out that despite benefits now 
being targeted towards specific poverty indicators 
(unempioyment, iiiness, age, singie parenthood

/ yP/PA one c/ ype Aey /senes /s ype /acA o/ recog/7/Ab/7 ypgy ype/e a/e more anb more 
/!nsyra//ans syrnpg//ng yo sn/wVe anb ypayb noy ybsy ay a goAWca/ /et/e/ Pay /n ype commnn/iy

genera//̂
Pariiamentanan

community referred to the desirabiiity of the 
unempioyed to be more wilting to take the kinds of 
jobs on offer (at minimum wages) rather than hoid 
out untii something better paid came along.

it is aiso pointed out by some that it is a fiawed 
argument to say that by cutting wages 
unempioyment wiil drop.

The weifare system
Despite agreement that an efficient weifare 
system is an essentia) guard against poverty, 
there is considerabie debate around whether the 
weifare system is 'getting it right'.

and so on) the fact that there are stiil peopie iiving 
beiow the poverty line indicates that welfare 
benefits are not sufficient to meet their needs. 
Strategies for addressing income support and 
weifare issues inciude providing a 'decent' levei of 
income support and a guaranteed weifare base, on 
the one hand, and deaiing with poverty traps and 
disincentives, on the other.

Taxation
it is revealing that few decision makers touched on 
the subject of taxation when discussing poverty, 
with the exception of some mention of the notion 
of tax credits to be applied to those working for
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Mw <%? tve AacA/e / AW ÂaA tve7*e o/?e of A*?e /otvesA Aaxao' coooAwa /a A/?e
OECD aoo' / AW (A?aÂ /?oA a gfooo' mo<fo/ Ac Mow

Higher income woman, Melbourne

very tow wages. The genera! pubtic, however, catts 
into question the whoie direction of tax reform in 
terms of the current agenda of tax reduction.
There are those who can see a case for increasing 
taxes in order to reap the benefits of a superior 
sociai security system (as in Sweden and 
Denmark). Biue coiiar workers verbaiise this in 
terms of a one doliar a week ievy on aii workers' 
wages, an impost they are prepared to accept if it 
is directed at reducing poverty. Higher income 
workers can see a case for re-examination of a 
taxation system that does not appear to be doing 
enough in terms of reducing poverty pockets.

Aiso in relation to taxation, the common view is 
that many iarge corporations are not paying the 
rightfui taxes due on their earnings. White such 
corporations are thought to be piacing an unequai 
burden on other taxpayers and avoiding their morai 
obiigations, most feei that iittle wiii change untii 
the Government takes a much firmer stance on 
compiiance.

Rura! poverty
The record to date in many rurai areas has been 
ciosures of miiis, piants, factories and so on, as 
well as downturns in prices for agricuiturai 
product. Country peopie spoke of the need to 
kick-start rura) industries in order to create jobs. 
Those living in remote areas identified the need for 
major pubiic works as weii as a requirement that 
some of the profits from activities iike mining be 
returned to their source in the form of 
reinvestment.

The huge drains piaced on many rura) 
communities by inadequate transport and high 
transport costs as welt as closure of services and 
amenities, are signposts to country peopie that 
they are no longer part of the 'main agenda'. For

poverty to be reduced in rurai areas, these trends 
must be urgentiy reversed.

The future
Apart from these major areas of poverty, this 
research aiso pinpointed the need for strategies to 
be deveioped that address the issues of famiiy 
breakdown, indigenous poverty, drugs and 
gambling in Austraiia. The compiexity of these 
probiems, however, means that few feel confident 
in suggesting soiutions.

The need for Australia to invest in the diversity of 
its peoples and to instil a sense of worth and value 
in all its citizens is recognised. This can only be 
done with a more transparent welfare system, with 
greater government leadership, with better 
corporate citizenship and with recognition that we 
are all on the same journey.
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!s poverty in Austraiia a probiem?

summarises the Brotherhood of St Laurence's 
Understanding Poverty Project. This important project 
draws together the views of both nationa! decision 
makers and the generai pubiic on poverty in Austraiia: its 
definition, extent, manifestations, causes, and possibie 
soiutions.

The project objectives are to:

increase understanding of different perspectives 
within Austraiian society about the nature and causes 
of, and responses to, poverty; and

through this increased understanding, stimuiate 
action for a more equitabie Austraiian society.

A number of reports are avaiiabie:
Contact the Pubiications Unit 
(03) 9483 1386  
pubiications@bsi.org.au 
www.bsi.org.au
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